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i t ’ s  a l l  a B o u t  F a M i l i e s

Putting our patients and families at the center of all we do

MissioN 
Connecticut Children’s Medical Center 
is dedicated to improving the physical 
and emotional health of children through 
family-centered care, research, education 
and advocacy. We embrace discovery, 
teamwork, integrity and excellence in all 
that we do.

VisioN 
We are making children in Connecticut the 
healthiest in the country.

Values 
  Family-Centered Care 

   Discovery

  Integrity 

  Teamwork

  Quality

  Respect



Rachel Caster, RN, BSN, CPEN uses the STAR technique (Stop Think, Act and Review to “check to see if it’s for me,”  
prior to administering the patient intravenous fluids.
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Greetings!

It is with great pleasure that I present to you Connecticut Children’s first Pediatric Nursing Annual Report. This report showcases the amazing 
work our nurses have done in the past year to advance higher care standards and improve quality outcomes. Inside you’ll find many examples 
of our nurses owning their practice, advancing their profession, expanding nursing research and evidence-based care. All of these examples have 
had a positive and direct impact on the quality and care we deliver to our patients and families.

2013 was certainly a challenging year for the healthcare industry as a whole. Those challenges did not exclude Connecticut Children’s. Yet 
despite those obstacles, our nurses worked together to overcome the challenges and provide the highest level of care to our patients; a true 
testament to their passion and dedication to making the children of Connecticut the healthiest in the country.

I’m consistently impressed with our nursing staff’s commitment toward improvement on a daily basis. In 2013, we introduced a new Nursing 
Strategic Plan and Professional Practice Model, both of which are critical to making our Nursing Vision a reality. To that end, this is a team 
effort, one in which our nurses have given their full support. I applaud all of them for the strong, collaborative relationships they have forged 
with our interdisciplinary team to make our family-centered care practice such a success.

Thank you to each and every nurse for your dedication to our kids, our families and our vision. 

 

With warm regards,

Cheryl Hoey, RN, BSN, MBA, CENP 
Chief Nursing Officer
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Dear Connecticut Children’s Nurses, Friends & Colleagues:

On behalf of the entire Executive Management Team – Congratulations on a job well done!

As nurses you should be proud of your professional accomplishments, as friends, you should be amazed and as colleagues be honored to work 
with such talented nurses.

It is my privilege to share my reflections in this inaugural report that showcases the remarkable contributions of nurses at Connecticut Children’s. 

Nurses play an integral role in our vision, mission and organizational strategic plan. In 2013, nurses played a significant role in achieving 
organizational outcomes. As part of the Growth Goal – nurses have impacted the successful opening of the Ambulatory Surgery Center and 
the Primary Care Center move. Trending and acting on Nurse Sensitive Indicators, adopting clinical pathways and supporting our journey to 
achieve Magnet status are key successes for the Quality Goal. The Nursing Strategic Plan aligns with the organization strategic plan and with 
framework in place; it fully supports our vision and mission.

As you read through this Pediatric Nursing Annual Report, you will learn how our nurses played a critical role in those successes through their 
dedication to our mission and the continued advancement of their profession. There’s no question, our highly skilled nursing practice is critical 
to the organization and that they serve as leaders in their roles.

I urge our nurses to continue this commendable work - you make a difference.

My best,

Theresa Hendricksen, RN, BSN, MS 
Chief Operating Officer
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Joanne Meucci, RN, MSN, Ambulatory Nurse Manager, and Katie Ruane, RN, BSN, CAE, recognized Marjorie Kahn, RN, BSN, CPN, for her 
accomplishment of obtaining her second certification – Certified Orthopedic Nurse at the Nursing Certification Celebration on March 19. 2013.

TransformaTional leadership
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t r a N s F o r M a t i o N a l  
l e a d e r s h i P

Shared Governance
The voice of nursing at Connecticut Children’s

on behalf of the nurse Practice Council (nPC), it is with great pleasure that i welcome you to 
the first nursing annual report at Connecticut Children’s . 

this nursing annual report has been a valuable exercise to reflect on the amazing 
accomplishments of our nursing colleagues . 

Congratulations on a great year!

our major achievements this year included reviewing clinical policies that impact nursing care 
at the bedside, and setting the expectation to utilize evidence based practice as our standard 
of looking at practice . nPC was a part of the decision making for Care navigator, nursing 
strategic Plan and the nursing Professional Practice Model . this year we also worked through 
developing processes in our shared governance structure, and will continue to in 2014 .

it has been an incredible honor to serve as the Chair of nPC, to assist in the process of our 
nursing voice being heard, creating autonomy in practice, promoting the spirit of inquiry, and 
supporting our professional development .

i encourage you to find ways to be a part of shared governance, to actively share your ideas 
and work with your leadership team in owning our practice . You make a difference and impact 
patient outcomes – just two of the reasons why we all became nurses .  

Karen Braccialarghe, rn, Bsn, CCrn
2013 Chair, Nurse Practice Council
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t r a N s F o r M a t i o N a l  
l e a d e r s h i P

Nursing Strategic Plan  
2013-2017

NursiNg MissioN 
to provide the highest level of innovative patient 
care with compassion and in partnership with our 
patients, families, and healthcare team .

NursiNg VisioN 
as leaders in professional practice, we are making the 
children of Connecticut the healthiest in the nation .

NursiNg strategic PlaN  
coMMittee MeMBers 
Michelle Jose, RN, BSN, IBCLC

Paula Doyle, RN, MPH, CNML

Niha Locke, RN, BSN

Carol Miller, RN, BSN

Lynne Kelleher, RN, MSN, SPHR

Mary Diaz Raymond RN, BSN, CLC

Karen Braccialarghe, RN, BSN, CCRN

Melissa Veillette, RN, MSN, CLC

Beth Wentland, RN, BSN, MBA, CCRN

Matt Choate, RN, MBA, CEN

Amy Korber, RN, MSN

Mary McLaughlin, RN, BSN, CNOR

Kathleen Redfern, RN, BSN, CNOR

Marjorie Kahn, RN, BSN, CON, CPN

Deb Martin, RN, MSN

Shannon Grad, RN, MSN, NEA - BC

sPoNsor 
Cheryl hoey, rn, Bsn, MBa, CenP 
Chief Nursing Officer

strategic PlaN 
the 2013 – 2017 Connecticut Children’s nursing 
strategic Plan aligns with the organizational 
strategic plan and guides decisions and outcomes 
for the next 4 years . the strategic plan is a 
formalized road map that describes how nursing 
will execute the goals created . understanding the 
internal and external drivers that impact healthcare 
were other important aspects of developing our 
plan as well . With this framework in place, nursing 
will be able to embrace the future of healthcare, 
become innovators and provide the highest quality 
of care to all of our patients and families .

NursiNg strategic PlaN goals  
   Nursing Leadership 
By 2015, Nursing Leadership will 
demonstrate usage of leadership and 
management best practices and will engage 
actively in a formal developmental process.

   Embedding Quality and Safety 
By 2015, Nurses will achieve measurable 
results for implementing a framework for 
quality improvement and the monitoring of 
professional nursing practice that is linked to 
Connecticut Children’s Strategic Plan 2013-
2017.

   Advancing Nursing Practice 
By 2014, Nurses at Connecticut Children’s 
will demonstrate a commitment to shared 
decision making and lifelong learning resulting 
in enhanced patient outcomes.

   Embracing Technology, Research and 
Innovation in Patient Care 
By 2016, Nurses will work in a research and 
innovative atmosphere that results in high 
quality, effective and efficient nursing care.

   Managing Resources 
By 2015, management of nursing resources 
will result in a rolled up variance of zero.
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Cheryl Hoey, RN, BSN, MBA, CENP, Chief Nursing Officer 
rounding with Deb Hallbach, RN, BSN, CPN and the  
PACU team.



t r a N s F o r M a t i o N a l  
l e a d e r s h i P

Nursing Practice Council

MissioN 
nursing Practice Council directs and maintains 
a standard of nursing care based on evidence-
based practice . the council will support all 
nurses through professional development, 
advocacy, and promotion of excellence at every 
level of nursing practice .

2013 NPc MeMBers: 
Karen Braccialarghe, RN, BSN, CCRN - Chair

Jennifer Aldieri, RN, BSN

Lori Daddona, RN, BSN, CPEN

Ashley Paulsen, RN, BSN

Crystal Valley-Ortyl, RN, BSN

Kate Haemer, RN, BSN, MPH

Anna Kaczor, RN, BSN, CPN

Cindy Colston, RN, BSN, CPN

Katie Redfern, RN, BSN, CNOR

Kerry Varney, RN, BSN, CPEN

Lora Aleskwiz, RN, BSN, CPN

Sam Rodriguez, RN, BSN

Terrie Vonrichthofen RN

nursing Practice Council (nPC) is a group 
of nurses that represent the nursing voice 
at Connecticut Children’s . this collaborative 
council of nurses work with nursing leadership 
and inter-professional colleagues focusing on 
outcomes that impact our patients and families, 
professional development, and accountability . 
nPC has the ability to empower nurses 
and increase communication by utilizing unit 
based councils . unit based councils disperse 
information to a greater number of people, while 
at the same time allowing for an exchange of 
ideas at the unit level to be brought to nPC .

By involving those direct care nurses, nursing 
interventions and patient outcomes become 
more relevant to practice and more successful 
in implementation and sustainability .

2013 accoMPlishMeNts:

   Integrated Evidence Base Practice into 
Nursing Policy and Practice

   Continued to strengthen shared 
governance

   Made decisions for Care Navigator

   Decreased peripheral IV infiltrates

   Standardize sedation documentation

   Developed Professional Practice Model

   Developed Nursing Strategic Plan

   Linked Nursing Sensitive Indicators to 
Practice
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Katie Redfern, RN, BSN, CNOR, is a member of Nursing 
Practice Council and a member the surgical site workforce 
initiative for the OR, that focuses on standardization of care 
for patients undergoing spine surgery.



Members of the Emergency Department all have specific roles on the team in Room 1. Tembra Aregus, RN, BSN, scribes as Bill Keltey,  
ED Technician, Mandi Boisvert, RN, BSN and Meg Pollack, RN, BSN assess, care and monitor the interventions of the patients’ care.

sTruCTural empowermenT & TeamworK
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s t r u c t u r a l  
e M P o w e r M e N t  
a N d  t e a M w o r k

Connecticut Children’s Nurses
Reach Out To The Community

the dedication of Connecticut Children’s nurses 
extends beyond the hospital’s walls with our 
colleagues volunteering their time to dozens 
of not-for-profit organizations throughout the 
year in order to help improve the health of our 
community .  it is with pride that we acknowledge 
some of the volunteer activities that our nurses 
participated in during 2013 .

african american diabetes support group

alzheimer walk

ambulatory Nursing conference for community 
& school nurses

american cancer society relay for life

Bawa health initiative

ct emergency Nurses association

cycle of life

department of transportation teen driving 
initiative

diabetes education day

errace (everyone rides/ run against cancer 
every day)

Foodshare

global health care Project

hartford homeless shelter

March of dimes walk

Mending kids international

Mount calvary Baptist church health Ministry

NaMi (National alliance on Mental illness) walk

oNe-ct

reach out and read Program

salvation army turkey and thirty Program

sharon’s ride run walk for epilepsy

south Park inn soup kitchen

united way
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An interdisciplinary health care team of Connecticut Children’s staff and colleagues traveled to Haiti, as part of the Global 
Healthcare Experience.



Robin Bradshaw, RN, BSN, ONC, volunteers as Executive Director Assistant of ERRACE (Everyone Rides/Run Against Cancer Every Day.)  
The annual non-profit event benefits the Helen and Harry Gray Cancer Center at Hartford Hospital and the LIVESTRONG Foundation. In 2013, the one day  

bike/run/walk event raised more $130,000. 

Everyone Ride/Run Against Cancer Everyday
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e M P o w e r M e N t  
a N d  t e a M w o r k

A Day On The Hill
Two Connecticut Children’s Nurses Attend 
National Emergency Nurses Association’s 
event in Washington DC

on May 14 & 15 national ena held its annual 
“day at the hill” event in Washington dC . this 
year was different than past years, however 
and followed a different format . Most notably, 
the first session focused on advocacy basics, 
talking with legislators, and issue specific 
briefings . 

Ct ena members and Connecticut Children’s 
nurses Matthew Choate, rn, Bsn, MBa, 
Cen and alexa spatcher, rn, Bsn, CPen 
represented Connecticut at this event and had 
the opportunity to meet with several legislators’ 
staffers to talk about current issues facing 
emergency nurses . 

“the training helped prepare us for talking 
with legislators and their staff members,” 

said Choate . “having issues briefs and some 
supporting materials already prepared made the 
task much easier and much more professional .” 

Choate and spatcher met with staff members 
for senators richard Blumenthal and Chris 
Murphy, as well as, Congressman Joe larson 
and Congresswoman elizabeth esty . 

during their meetings, Choate and spatcher 
discussed funding for Poison Centers, title Vi 
funding for nursing workforce development, the 
current issues in Connecticut with respect to 
behavioral & psychiatric patients in the ed’s, 
and funding for eMs-C . the evening between 
sessions allowed time for networking and 
dinner with ena members from all over the 
country and included a 3-hour “Monuments by 
Moonlight” tour around Washington .

“since our visit, we have had continued contact 
with the legislative staffers we met and we 
continue to work on the issues we discussed,” 
added Choate .
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2013 ProFessioNal Practice 
leVel iV adVaNceMeNt iN cliNical 
ladder 
Arielle Beckhard, RN, BSN, CWCN
Sandra Brink, RN, BSN, CWCN
Nancy Raum, RN, ASN, CPN
Darlene Leonetti, RN, ASN, CPN
Michelle Bellemare, RN, BSN, CPN
Alison Bonner, RN, BSN, CPN
Laura Lally, RN, ASN, CPN
Gwendolyn Beaudoin, RN, BSN, CPN
Karly Apps, RN, BSN, CPN
Jessica Parker, RN, BSN, CPN
Patricia Niederhauser, RN, BSN, CNOR
Lori Schick – Schneider, RN, BSN, CPN
Deborah Johnson, RN, BSN, CPN
Barbara Mullholland, RN, BSN, CPN
Jennifer Gerich, RN, BSN, NIDCAP
Cynthia Whetten, RN, BSN, RN-NIC
Keith Ayotte, RN, CPN, CNOR

2013 ProFessioNal Practice 
leVel V adVaNceMeNt iN cliNical 
ladder 
Mary Shafer, RN, BSN, CPN
Michelle Jose, RN, BSN, IBCLC
Robin Bradshaw, RN, BSN, ONC
Cindy Colston, RN, BSN, CPN
Marjorie Kahn, RN, BSN, CPN, ONC
Natalie Benevento, RN, BSN, CPON
Mary Diaz Raymond, RN, RN-NIC
Sophie Belanger, RN, RN-NIC

2013 graduates 
Laura Prignano, RN, BSN 
University of Connecticut

Kimberly Chang, RN, BSN 
University of Connecticut

Hendrianna Gutierrez RN, BSN 
University of Connecticut

Stacy Klancko, RN, BSN 
Jacksonville University

Nanci Stolgitis RN, BSN 
University of Connecticut

s t r u c t u r a l  
e M P o w e r M e N t  
a N d  t e a M w o r k

Stacy Hattersley, RN, MSN 
University of Hartford,

Nella Stoltz, PNP, DNP 
University of Connecticut

NursiNg certiFicatioN at 
coNNecticut childreN’s

certiFied asthMa 
educator 
Katie Ruane

certiFied aMBulatorY  
Peri-aNesthesia Nurse 
Marcy Nelson

certiFied cardiac 
electroPhYsiologY 
Kathryn Walker

certiFied case 
MaNageMeNt 
Clare Flanagan

certiFied critical care 
Nurse 
Janet Alejandro
Kathy Barnett
Edie Black
Karen Braccialarghe
Carrie Danyow
Whitney Elton
Suzanne Guiod
Claire Hibbs – Cusson
Mollie Mullaney
Karen Reid
Jennifer Song
Beth Wentland
Lynn Williams

certiFied cliNical 
research ProFessioNal 
Ginny Drapeau
Hendriana Gutierrez

certiFied diaBetes 
educator 
Comalita Elliott

certiFied eMergeNcY 
Nurse 
Matt Choate
Jen Tabak
Colleen Desai

certiFied lactatioN 
coNsultaNt 
Karly Apps
Taryn Allen
Jessica Bancroft–Davis
Carrie Briere
Diana Del Guidice
Mary Diaz Raymond
Genine Dietz
Kathy Falcone
Stacy Forsyth
Kim Gorczyca
Emily Harrington
Kim Laudati
Dana Lehner
Nicole Lewie
Jenn Mendes
Andrea Pappalardo
Tanya Paul
Lisa Pierce
Jodi Simlick
Rachelle Tirrell
Christina Vaicuilis
Melissa Veillette
Sophie Belanger
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certiFied Nurse executiVe 
Kathy Morgan Gorman

certiFied Nurse executiVe 
– adVaNced 
Shannon Grad

certiFied Nurse MaNager 
leader 
Paula Doyle
Beth Palazzo
Michele Koss

certiFied ProFessioNal 
health risk MaNager 
Michele Koss

certiFied Nurse –
oPeratiNg rooM 
Linda Groom
Debra McLaughlin
Mary McLaughlin
Jeff Morin
Pat Niederhauser
Kathleen Redfern
Keith Ayotte

certiFied Pediatric 
eMergeNcY Nurse 
Kathleen Bothwell
Bridget Butler
Connie Caneen

certiFied Pediatric 
eMergeNcY Nurse 
Rachel Caster
Karen Cone
Gena Costello
Lori Daddona
Marie Desjarlais
Marissa Hughes
Michelle Kinsella
Kathleen LeBlanc
Nicole McVeigh
Shellion Murray

Lucie Parisi
Elizabeth Peling
Sarah Petrykevych
Megan Plaster
Alexa Spatcher
Julia Taranto
Kerry Varney
Colleen Desai

certiFied Pediatric 
heMatologY oNcologY 
Nurse 
Mary Conway
Taryn Hamre
Mary Fran McGeary

certiFied Pediatric 
oNcologY Nurse 
Natalie Benevento
Diane Cabral
Barbara Cohen
Melissa Bowman
Katie Culliton
Janet DeFrancesco
Jocelyn Gasuk
Melissa Goddard
Kim Gorczyca
Leigh Hart
Courtney King
Sarah Matney
Jessica Meadows
Karina Newinsky
Beth Palazzo
Jennifer Pelletier
Heather Rae
Kate Steven
Jeanne Walczak

certiFied Pediatric Nurse 
Lora Aleskwiz
Karly Apps
Liz Arbour
Keith Ayotte
Aimee Bareiss
Roberta Basile
Gwen Beaudoin

Michelle Bellemare
Allison Bonner
Nika Bray
Brianna Brennan
Mariann Brown
Karen Callahan
Theresa Campbell
Lynn Carbone
Leny Cherian
Kristin Chisholm
Eileen Ciccone
Cindy Colston
Jamie Cubanski
Marie Desjarlais
Amy Egerton
Nancy Etienne
Jennafer Euen
Staci Grabowski
Denise Halle
Karen Hull
Deborah Johnson
Anna Kaczor
Raeanne Kelly

certiFied Pediatric Nurse 
Marjorie Kahn
Stacy Klancko
Laura Lally
Brenda Larosee

certiFied Pediatric Nurse 
Lady Leano
Marie LeMay
Gloria Manaloto
Melanie Marcotte
Jacqui Marquart
Deb McAdams
Casey Mello
Barbara Mulholland
Catherine Novak
Kelly O’Brien
Kristen Overton
Karen Pallotti
Kathy Peet
Nicole Pothier
Kate Prior
Nancy Raum

Jamie Rivera
Lori Schick-Schneider
Donna Sevas
Mary Shafer
Tara Shanley
Cathy Walsh
Kim Watts
Matt Witkovic

certiFied Post aNesthesia 
Nurse 
Julie Veilleux

certiFied legal Nurse 
coNsultaNt 
Lindsay Collins
Trish Farmer

certiFied wouNd care 
Nurse 
Arielle Beckhard
Sandra Brink
Edy Machaj
Claire Hibbs – Cusson
Janet DeFrancesco
Fran Rossing
Kathy Visinski

seNior ProFessioNal iN 
huMaN resources 
Lynne Kelleher

iNterNatioNal Board 
certiFied lactatioN 
coNsultaNt 
Donna Bielicki
Michelle Jose
Mary Lussier
Stephanie McGuire
Tracy Proulx
Stacey Rubin

certiFied Medical 
surgical registered 
Nurse 
Cheryl Schloop

Nuclear MediciNe 
techNologY certiFied 
Lisa Lane

oNcologY certiFied 
Nurse 
Michelle Boivin

orthoPedic certiFied 
Nurse 
Robin Bradshaw
Marjorie Kahn

Nurse iNForMatics –
Board certiFied 
Melinda Bennett

registered Nurse 
certiFied – Nicu 
Sophie Belanger
Lisa Connors
Nancy Cyr
Christen DeRusso
Michele Dwire
Lisa Fichera
Milena Frazer
Tracy Kobylarz
Kristy Marquis
Debi Marvin
Donna Rude
Laurie Straub
Lisa Strelecky
Cindy Wheeten
Yolanda Winters

certiFied ProFessioNal iN 
health care QualitY 
Tina Sacco
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Michelle Jose, RN, BSN, IBCLC, teaches a mom how to use a breast 
pump, part of the Hyperbilirubemia pathway.

Claire Hibbs, RN, BSN, CCRN, WCC, educates and validates nursing 
staff on processes and procedures.
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The Transport Team is seen as experts in children’s care, traveling even 
beyond the borders of Connecticut. Coming back from transport are  

Michelle Kinsella, RN, BSN Kim Helm, RN, BSN, and  
Kerry Varney, RN, BSN, CPEN. 

The Ambulatory Surgery Center (ASC) opens in October 2013 and 
members of interdisciplinary team partner with patients and families 
to deliver patient center care. The team is shown here with their first 

patient at the ASC.



exemplary professional praCTiCe

Lora Anderson, RN, BSN partners with a mother to educate her on feeding her new baby before she leaves the NICU – Hartford.
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A Kite’s Anatomy
Aligns With The Practice Of Nursing

whY a kite? 
   A Kite illustrates the playful essence of 
children.

   A Kite is designed to maneuver through gusts 
of wind, similar to the flexible but tenacious 
role of nursing which requires delivering 
compassionate care in today’s tumultuous 
health care environment.

   Kites have been instrumental in innovation 
and in research dating back to the evolution of 
electricity and flying the first airplane.

Parts oF the kite 
   Tail of a Kite
 The tail of the Kite provides stability for 
the Kite to fly. Therefore, the tail of the Kite 
depicts Connecticut Children’s Core Values 
which define what we cherish, how we work 
together for our patients and families and who 
we are!  

   The Hands holding the Kite Spool 
The hands holding the Kite spool represent 
the nursing voice at Connecticut Children’s. 
Through the structure of shared governance, 
nurses are an integral part of the decision 
making process as it impacts the autonomy, 
accountability and authority of their practice.

   The Heart in the Center of the Kite 
Caring practices are the core of the discipline 
of nursing and are represented by the heart in 
the center of the Kite. It reflects the core tenet 
of Jean Watson’s Theory of Caring which 
anchors the nursing practice at Connecticut 
Children’s Medical Center.

   The Patient and Family remain the center of 
nursing practice. Patient/Family Centered 
Care serves as the foundation of our care 
delivery system.

   The Cover of the Kite 
The cover overlays the Kite and acts as a 
sail, allowing the Kite to float on gusts of 
wind. Expertise and excellence in leading, 
developing partnerships, evidence based 
practice and learning will allow us to soar in 
the ever-changing health care environment. 

   The Spine of the Kite 
The spine of the Kite serves as the strength 
and support on which the Kite is built. Clinical 
Excellence is the backbone of our nursing 
practice supporting all that we do.

iMPortaNce oF the kite 
   Nurses integrate the following to excel:

 • Leadership
  -   Shared Leadership
  -   CNO Advocacy
  -   Community and Organizational Leadership
 • Evidence Based Practice
  -   Research
  -   Performance Improvement
 • Life Long Learning
  -   Continuing Education
  -   Formal Education
  -   Certification
 • Partnerships
  -   Interprofessional Teams
  -   Family Centered Approach
  -   Community Partnerships
  -   Academic Partnerships
 • Clinical Excellence
  -   Clinical Ladder
  -   ANA Code of Ethics
  -   Safety Culture
  -   Nursing Peer Review
  -   Connecticut Children’s Values
  -   Professional Organizations

e x e M P l a r Y  
P r o F e s s i o N a l 
P r a c t i c e
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Connecticut Children’s nursing 
professional practice model.

what is a Professional Practice Model (PPM)?  
it is a schematic description that depicts how 

nurses practice, collaborate, communicate and 
develop professionally to provide the highest 

quality care for our patients, families and 
community  the PPM illustrates the alignment 

and integration of nursing practice with the 
mission, vision and values that nursing  

has adopted 
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Nursing Peer Review

Peer reView coMMittee  
Crystal Valley – Ortyl, RN, BSN, PICU 

Patricia Sullivan, RN, BSN,  
Hematology/Oncology

Darlene Leonetti, RN, CPN -MS6

Lisa Pierce, RN, CLC Waterbury

Deb Martin, RN, MSN 
Magnet Coordinator

NursiNg Peer reView 
Peer review serves as a vital component in 
providing valuable feedback in the support of 
personal and professional growth . Peer evaluation 
is incorporated not only in the annual performance 
evaluation but also reaches into venues such 
as, supporting competency, achievement and 
accountability .

2013 marked the use of a consistent nursing peer 
review tool by all nurses at Connecticut Children’s . 
it was implemented as the first step in the peer 
review process; whereby nursing professionals 
have an opportunity to support peer to peer growth . 
this sharing of support is no longer anonymous .

Cheryl hoey, rn, Bsn, MBa, CenP, Vice 
President of Patient Care commissioned a small 
group of direct care nurses to evaluate the current 
process and develop a meaningful tool to be used 
by all direct care nurses in the organization .

the goals of the workgroup were the following:

   Identify best practices of nursing peer review

   Design a peer review tool that is useful in 
both the inpatient and outpatient environments 

   Develop an ideal process for peer review

   Partner with Nurse Practice Council to 
educate users of the tool

the group reviewed current processes at 
Connecticut Children’s as well as current literature 
and found lack of consistency in the implementation 
of a standard process . the american nurses 
association (ana) defines a “peer” as an individual 
of the same rank (ana Peer review Guidelines, 
1988 .) although the committee recognized the 
value of feedback of non-nurse colleagues as it 
relates to performance evaluation, the committee 
felt that applying the definition by the nursing 
profession was important in maintaining autonomy 
over practice and professional accountability .

the first step was to develop a standardized 
tool . to ensure the validity of the peer evaluation 
process, the nurse will choose his/her peer 
evaluator in addition to the nursing leadership 
selecting peer evaluators to contribute to the 
process for each nurse .

this process change received input with nurse 
Practice Council and was also presented to 
the nursing leadership to provide updates 
and education on the process . the committee 
developed a FaQ page that was distributed to the 
nurses as a brief overview on the new process . 

the next step in this process is to advance to 
real time and face to face peer review; however 
the committee realized the need for additional 
education for nurses on how to give and receive 
feedback and how to have crucial conversations . 
some clinical areas have piloted face to face 
feedback and shared that their experience has 
yielded growth amongst their peers .

the committee will continue to collaborate with 
nPC and nursing leadership to advance the peer 
review process in 2014 .
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More Time For Care
Nurses Identify Ways to Improve  
Operations and Stay at the  
Bedside Longer

a sick or injured child is a crisis for any parent . 
not only that, a hospital can certainly be a scary 
and unfamiliar place . that’s why nothing gets 
in the way of Connecticut Children’s nurses 
striving at all times to improve the patient and 
family experience, which includes spending 
more time at the patient’s bedside .

in order to do that, Connecticut Children’s 
asked our nurses for ways to make their jobs 
easier and more efficient… and they responded . 
in 2013, we kicked off our More time For Care 
initiative and are busy working to implement 
the solutions suggested by our nursing staff . 
in the last year, several process improvements 
have rolled out that allow nurses to spend more 
time doing what they do best: caring for our 
patients . these nurse-led suggestions have 
made significant improvements in quality of 
care, staff satisfaction and patient satisfaction . 
something as simple as adding more iV hooks 

to the medication room and having craft kits 
readily available to distract a fussy child when 
needed, has been helpful . adding new exergen 
thermometers in every room and a second 
bladder scanner has made a difference in the 
time our nurses spend at the bedside .

“The best process 
improvement ideas 
always come from the 
front line staff who know 
the work the best,”  
said Cheryl Hoey, Chief Nursing Officer.

in-room delivery of discharge prescriptions is 
another example that not only saves a nurse 
time, but enhances the experience for patients 
and families . “We received consistent feedback 
from families that they did not receive their 
medication on time, that their home pharmacy 
didn’t offer the flavor that we have at the 
hospital, or they felt like they did not know 
how or when to administer the medication,” 
said hoey . “as a result, we collaborated with 
Walgreens to have prescriptions directly 
delivered to patients’ rooms, allowing parents to 
have their child’s medication explained to them 
by caregivers they already know and trust .” the 
result is satisfied families and safe and timely 
discharges .

other initiatives included expanding our in-
house pharmacy hours to 24 hours a day 
and the development of an in-house patient 
transport team . several more improvements 
will roll out in the next year, so stay tuned . the 
bottom line is our nurses know what they need 
to do their jobs and we are listening . 
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Sonal Mehta, RN, BSN makes personal connections with 
her patients.



Lynn Williams, RN, BSN, CCRN assesses her patient prior to the interdisciplinary rounds in the PICU to ensure optimal care coordination for her patient and family.
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Pain Resource Nurses
Advanced Practice Nurses Who Push 
the Sytem to Improve Patient Care

natalie Benevento, rn, Bsn, CPon can be found 
visiting patient rooms on Ms 8 on any given day .  
But during her time walking the halls at Connecticut 
Children’s, the registered nurse knew she needed 
to do more for her patients and professional career .

“on a daily basis, i’d see a patient who was in pain .  
Pain can be a tricky thing,” said Benevento . “You 
have to really listen to what the patient is telling you 
and then be willing to figure out a way to relieve 
that pain and help them start healing .”

Benevento is now just one of a handful of 
Connecticut Children’s nurses who are also Pain 
resource nurses . a Pain resource nurse is a 
specially trained nurse who uses the latest clinical 
advances to assess and treat pain across the 
continuum, from mild, chronic pain to more acute 
and complex types .  

“We serve as a resource for other rns in regards 
to pain management,” Benevento added . “We 
participate in the quarterly pain audits done on 
inpatient units and we participate in research in an 
effort to improve the quality of care related to pain 
here at Connecticut Children’s .”

By participating in the Pain resource nurse 
Program, Connecticut Children’s nurses, who are 
most often at the bedside of young patients in pain, 
have the ability to not only assess and intervene to 
relieve a child’s pain, but to transform systems to 
ensure the highest quality of pain care is always 
available to our pediatric patients .

nurses selected as the pain resource nurse 
for their unit function as both resources and 
change agents in disseminating information and 
collaborating with nurses, physicians, other health 

care providers, children and families to facilitate 
quality pain management . Pediatric patient benefits 
are plentiful and include decreased pain and other 
symptoms that impact quality of life, improved 
relaxation and sleep, and the increased ability to 
carry out activities of daily living .

“My goal as a Pain resource nurse is to ensure 
that the kids who come to Connecticut Children’s 
get the pain control they deserve and need,” said 
Benevento .

the effectiveness of Pain resource nurse 
Programs has been documented over the past 20 
years by several institutions across the country, 
including a number of free-standing children’s 
hospitals . at Connecticut Children’s, nurses 
have always been key providers in the successful 
identification, implementation and evaluation 
of opportunities to enhance pain prevention, 
assessment and management .
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Natalie Benevento, RN, BSN, CPON is an active member of 
Clinical Council, and is seen as a role model for her attention 
to detail and patient safety. Natalie is a Pain Resource Nurse 
and an advocate for her patients 



Jessica Mahoney, RN, MSN, CPON, focuses on scanning the patient 
label as part of patient safety process for collecting blood specimens in 

the Clinical Care Center for Cancer and Blood Disorders.

Kristen Marrese, RN, BSN, makes her patient’s experience as relaxing 
as possible with a big comfy chair and her stuffed animal by her side  

in the GI Infusion Center.
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Lora Aleskwiz, RN, BSN, CPN and Allison Labelle, RN, BSN, CPN 
display the MS/7 shared governance workforce accomplishments  

during 2013 Nurses Week.

Kathy Visinski, RN, MSN, WCC partners with local colleges and 
universities during the 2013 Nursing Education Fair. The 2010 IOM 
Report recommends 80% BSN in workplace by 2020, Connecticut 

Children’s currently has 76% BSN as their workforce.
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2013 Nightingale Recipients

kathleeN BarNett, rN, BsN, ccrN

NaNcY Bright, rN, BsN

stacY elliott, rN

MarY shaFer, rN, BsN, cPN

stePhaNie Markow, rN, BsN

the nightingale awards for excellence in nursing 
program was originally developed by the Visiting 
nurse association of south Central Ct (Vna/
sCC) to be a collaborative effort to celebrate 
outstanding nurses and elevate the nursing 
profession . the goals of the program are to 
encourage retention, inspire future nurses, focus 
public attention and recognize the breadth and 
scope of nursing practice at the local level .

it is no secret that Connecticut Children’s takes 
great pride in the excellence of care it provides 
children across the state and throughout new 
england . that pride comes from knowing the 
organization employs staff members, such as 
these nightingales, who continuously exemplify 
its mission, setting a standard for nurses and staff 
members across all departments . their dedication 
and willingness to go that extra step to make a 
difference truly embodies all Connecticut Children’s 
aspires to achieve and is a perfect example of what 
this award represents .

Mary Shafer, RN, BSN, CPNKathleen Barnett, RN, BSN, CCRN

Stephanie Markow, RN Nancy Bright, RN, BSN

Stacy Elliott, RN
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in 2008, a group of nurses 
initiated a nursing research 
committee, focused on 
bringing evidence based 
practice to the forefront 
of nurses at Connecticut 
Children’s . the group made 
some movement forward but 

it was slow and arduous . in 2012, Connecticut 
Children’s welcomed Jacqueline McGrath, 
Phd, rn, FnaP, Faan as the director of 
nursing research in a joint appointment with 
the university of Connecticut school of 
nursing . the committee transformed into the 
institute of nursing research (inr) and has 
sponsored various nursing research grand 
rounds, infused evidence base practice into 
daily practice, encouraged an environment of 
inquiry and has created opportunities for nurses 
to participate in research and performance 
improvement projects . Many projects were 
started and we expect to report many results 
in 2014 . including projects related to what is 
the best thermometer; improving the nursing 
assessment tool (our clinical ladder, and 
changing measurement of blood pressure 
practices, just to name a few .

dr . McGrath is the associate dean for 
research and scholarship and a professor 
in the school of nursing at the university of 
Connecticut as well as the director, nursing 
research, at Connecticut Children’s Medical 
Center . 

as a neonatal nurse researcher and practitioner, 
she works almost exclusively with integration 
of developmentally supportive interventions 
for preterm infants, and families . research foci 
include family-centered care, preterm infant 
feeding readiness and parent participative 
preterm infant touch and massage . Based on 
her research she developed the niCu-PlaY 
program for parents and preterm infants in the 
niCu . 

dr . McGrath is the co-editor of developmental 
Care for infants and newborns: a Guide for 
health Professionals, 2nd edition (2010), which 
received a 2011 aJn Book of the Year award in 
the Maternal Child health category . 

dr McGrath became a fellow in the american 
academy of nursing in 2007 . recently she 
became the Co-editor for advances in neonatal 
Care; the journal of the national association of 
neonatal nurses . she received her Bsn from 
the university of akron; Msn in Parent Child 
nursing with a minor in infant development 
from Kent state university; both a post-masters 
certificate as a neonatal nurse Practitioner and 
a Phd from the university of Pennsylvania . she 
is certified in nidCaP & has been certified as 
a neonatal Clinical nurse specialist .  she was 
a faculty member at Virginia Commonwealth 
university from 2006-2012 and at arizona state 
university from 1999-2006 . 
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JacQueliNe M  Mcgrath  
Phd, rN, FNaP, FaaN 
Associate Dean for Research  
and Scholarship Professor 
University of Connecticut, School of 
Nursing, Storrs, CT

Director, Nursing Research 
Connecticut Children’s Medical Center, 
Hartford, CT
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Connecticut Children’s  
Medical Center
Practitioner Named American 
Academy of Nursing Fellow

in 2013, renee Manworren, 
Phd, aPrn, BC, PCns-BC, 
was selected for induction 
as an american academy of 
nursing Fellow . 

“selection for fellowship in the 
academy is one of the most 
prestigious honors in the field 

of nursing,” said academy president Joanne disch, 
Phd, rn, Faan . “i congratulate dr . Manworren 
and all of the new Fellows, and look forward to 
honoring their accomplishments and welcoming 
them into the academy .”

“We at Connecticut 
Children’s are so proud 
of Renee, and privileged 
to have someone of her 
caliber working with 
us,” said Cheryl Hoey, 
RN, BSN, MBA, CENP, 
Vice President of Clinical 
Services and Chief Nursing 
Officer for Connecticut 
Children’s Medical Center. 
“Renee is an incredible role 

model for our nurses, an 
incredible teacher, and an 
incredible caregiver; she 
truly deserves this honor.”
the academy is composed of more than 2,000 
nurse leaders in education, management, practice 
policy, and research . the academy Fellows 
include hospital and government administrators, 
college deans, and renowned scientific 
researchers . selection criteria include evidence 
of significant contributions to nursing and health 
care and sponsorship by two current academy 
Fellows . applicants are reviewed by a panel 
comprised of elected and appointed Fellows, 
and selection is based, in part, on the extent the 
nominee’s nursing careers influenced health 
policies and the health and well-being of all . 

dr . Manworren is an internationally known 
lecturer and master faculty member of the 
american society for Pain Management 
nursing . she is the only nurse on the board of 
the american Pain society and is also on the 
board of ChildKind international . as an expert 
in the area of acute pediatric pain assessment 
and management, her research focuses on the 
role of the family and innovative methods of 
managing post-surgical pain . a nurse scientist 
for Connecticut Children’s division of Pain 
and Palliative Care Medicine, she is one of the 
primary mentors for nurses who are interested 
in research . dr . Manworren is also assistant 
Professor for the university of Connecticut 
school of Medicine department of Pediatrics 
and the university of Connecticut school of 
nursing .
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reNee c B  MaNworreN, Phd, aPrN, 
Bc, PcNs-Bc, FaaN 
Honors: 2013 Fellow, American Academy 
of Nursing

Grants: 2013 Connecticut Institute for 
Clinical & Translational Science Grant 
($50,000) Manworren, R. C. B. (PI) & 
Ruano, G (CoI) Pilot Study to Advance 
Personalized Medicine: Pre-operative 
identification of children at risk for post-
operative pain and adverse analgesic 
effects
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new Knowledge & innovaTion

Lori Schick- Schneider, RN, BSN, CPN and Deborah Johnson, RN, BSN, CPN, in Neurology use evidence base practice to enhance patient education to improve quality 
of life for with patients with headaches.
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Neurology Nurses Improve 
Patient Care Experience
By Creating Effective Care  
Management Materials Using  
Evidence-Based Practice

lori ann schick-schneider, rn, Bsn, CPn and 
her colleague deborah Johnson, rn, CPn, both 
noticed a problem in the Connecticut Children’s 
neurology department: the number of patient’s 
calling to ask about their plan of care for headache 
management was overwhelming . instead of just 
fielding the calls as best as they could manage, 
schick-schneider and Johnson decided to take 
matters into their own hands .

as nurses in the department, they felt strongly that 
their presence in the patient clinics would lead to 
better patient care and ultimately less phone calls 
and patient confusion regarding their plan of care . it 
was their premise that this kind of intervention was 
necessary to address the glaring problem .

schick-schneider and Johnson drafted an 
educational packet specifically for the patients seen 
in the Connecticut Children’s neurology headache 
Center . it included the center’s mission statement 
and patient information for successful headache 
management . it was their goal to minimize the 
number and intensity of headaches, minimize the 
side effects of medicine and improve the patient’s 
quality of life . 

to prove that education by the nurses would 
lead to fewer follow up calls and better follow up 
compliance, schick-schneider and Johnson relied 
on evidence based research . they compared 
the number of follow up phone calls between 
20 patients in the headache Center Clinic who 

received the educational packet from a nurse and 
20 patients with the same diagnosis from the 
general neurology clinic who did not receive the 
packet . What they found did not surprise them .

after evaluating and synthesizing the data, schick-
schneider and Johnson were able to summarize 
their findings:

   of the non-center patients, staff received 38 
calls

   of the headache center patients, staff only 
received a total of 9 calls; a reduction of 75% 

“We believed from the onset of our idea that 
nurses are needed for patient education,” said 
schick-schneider .

“headache management is not just about taking a 
daily preventative pill,” said Johnson . “as nurses we 
know that educating both the family and the child 
about a healthy lifestyle, stress management and 
proper use of medication will reduce headache 
frequency and lead to a better quality of life for our 
patients .” 

the headache information packet schick- 
schneider and Johnson created is given to every 
family seen in the headache Center and now used 
for all headache patients in the regular neurology 
clinics by all Connecticut Children’s providers .

“the nurses in the headache Center have 
demonstrated that their presence and teaching 
of headache management is effective and has 
impacted patient care by demonstrating a 75% 
reduction in phone calls by patients,” said schick-
schneider . “We are pleased to see this model is 
making better use of nurse’s time and is now being 
adopted by fellow providers .”

N e w  k N o w l e d g e  & 
i N N o V a t i o N
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Medical/Surgical Nurse Finds 
Answers to Questions 
About the Most Effective and 
Reliable Thermometer for Kids 
Using Evidence-Based Practice

Mary shafer, rn, spends her days as a medical/
surgical nurse on Ms6 at Connecticut Children’s 
Medical Center providing care, educations and 
support to hospital admitted children and their 
families .  While treating these patients, shafer and 
her colleagues decided to take a closer look at the 
thermometers they were using after experiencing 
a great deal of variability when trying to obtain a 
patient’s temperature reading .

“We looked at evidence to see if there were 
recommendations from literature or other 
institutions for the best practice in obtaining 
temperatures in pediatrics,” explains shafer . “What 
we found was that although there were some 
recommendations in the literature for pulmonary 
artery thermometers and rectal thermometers, 
they were not useful for our setting and were too 
invasive for our patient’s compromised conditions .”

during her literature review, shafer considered 
several things .  she wanted to be sure the new 
thermometers would meet the unit’s needs, that 
the staff could consistently use the thermometers 
as the manufacturer intended, and that the 
thermometers would produce reliable results .

“For the literature review, we were able to identify 
positive results for exergen temporal artery 
thermometry and carry out a quality improvement 
project looking at the temporal artery thermometer 
on our medical and surgical units,” said shafer .

a quality improvement project was launched 

utilizing a Plan, do, act, study method . a 30 
day trial run using the exergen termporal artery 
thermometers was initiated on 3 inpatient medical 
surgical units . nurses logged temperature 
measurements with the existing thermometers as 
well as the exergen termporal artery thermometers, 
evaluating user variability within a 15 minute 
window with same patient .

“We found that although there was not a 
statistically significant difference between the 
different methods of temperature measurement, the 
temporal thermometers had very small variability 
in measurements between staff members and 
supported us on our patient populations,” said 
shafer . “We also identified that staff found them 
easier to use, and from survey results, staff found 
them most favorable .”
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Mary Shafer, RN, BSN, CPN was instrumental in reviewing 
the literature and trialing the new Exergen thermometers, 
which are now standard care on the medical surgical units.



Connecticut Children’s 
Nurse changing pediatric 
healthcare through  
personalized medicine

healthcare is entering an era of personalized 
medicine where treatment selection for each 
patient is becoming more individualized or 
customized . ultimately, it will allow clinicians 
to figure out the most appropriate treatment 
according to the patient’s ailment . as such, 
we are progressing from a population-based 
empirical ‘one drug fits all’ treatment model, to a 
focused personalized approach where specific 
treatments and procedures are individually 
tailored for the patient .

dr . renee Manworren is now applying this 
thought to pediatric pain management 
procedures . she’s taking a closer look a 
patient’s dna and sensitivities to pain and 
will ultimately develop a predictive model of 
pediatric post-surgical pain that will allow 
for more precise pre-surgical planning and 
a personalized medicine approach to post-
surgical pain management .

Currently, more than 80% of children and 
adolescents report moderate to severe pain 
after surgery . right now, we can’t predict 
which patients are at greatest risk for pain . But 
by taking a closer look at patient’s genomic 
makeup the hope is to identify those at greatest 
risk for pain and prescribe an appropriate pain 
management therapy before they experience 
any pain . in fact, understanding the risk factors 
for acute pediatric post-surgical pain requires 
examining both a patient’s pain sensitivity genes 
and the genes that respond to drug treatments 
for pain .

dr . Manworren is on her way to translating 
genetic findings to clinical practice and 
advancing personalized medicing in the 
pediatric pain arena . specifically it will help 
improve management and eliminate pain in 
post-surgical patients, as well as improve 
the understanding of underlying biological 
mechanisms of pain symptoms and the best 
ways to treat those symptoms . Genomic testing 
like this, will soon enable physicians to choose 
the best treatment for a patient with less 
guesswork .

it’s groundbreaking research happening right 
here at Connecticut Children’s!

N e w  k N o w l e d g e  & 
i N N o V a t i o N
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Dr. Renee Manworren, an expert in pediatric pain, shares her 
knowledge with patients, and the Pain Resource Nurses to 
improve the patient outcomes.



PuBlicatioNs 
Kelly, raeanne (2013) development of Connecticut 
airway risk evaluation (Care) system to improve handoff 
communication in pediatric patients with tracheostomy . JaMa 
otolaryntgology head & neck surgery e1-e5 .

Matney, sarah & Conway, Mary (2013) telephone triage 
Guidelines: a Professional resource for Pediatric hematology/
onocology and stem Cell transplant nurses Book .

PreseNtatioNs 
theresa hendricksen, rn, Ms, Coo, deb Martin, rn, Ms, 
and dara tynan, Md, MBa, Medical director Med /surg 
Waterbury presented – “operating inpatient Pediatrics Within 
Community hosptials – a Children’s hospital dilemma?” 
2013 Children’s hospital association (Cha) Creating 
Connections Conference in anaheim, Ca

Mary Conway, rn, Msn presented – “Parents’ perceptions of 
care in relation to hope, adaptation, and functioning in families 
with a child with cancer .” 2013 eastern nurse research 
symposium, Boston, Ma

NursiNg graNd rouNds 
PreseNtatioNs 
neonatal nursing research day – January 31, 2013

Jacqueline McGrath, Phd, rn, FnaP, Faan
“improving outcomes of infants and Families through evidence-
Based Practice and research”
university of Connecticut, school of nursing, storrs, Ct
Connecticut Children’s Medical Center, hartford, Ct

susan Gennaro, Ba, Ms, dsn
“Based on the evidence…What evidence?”
Boston College, school of nursing, Boston, Ma
debra Brandon, Phd, Msn, rn, CCns, Faan
“implementation of a cycled light intervention study and light 
effects on preterm infants”
duke university, school of nursing, durham, nC

nurses week - may 9, 2013

Jean Baruch, Phd, rn
“advancing the science and Practice of nursing through Beads 
of Courage”
Beads of Courage, inC . tucson, aZ

pediatric nursing research symposium - 
June 4, 2013

renee Manworren, Phd, rn, BC, Cns
“living evidence-Based nursing Practice” “Beyond the terrible 
twos”
Connecticut Children’s Medical Center, hartford, Ct

Patricia newcomb, Phd, rn
“realities of Conducting Clinical research in health systems 
and the Community”
texas harris health harris Methodist hospital and specialty 
hospitals, azle, tX

Melissa Faulkner, dsn, rn, Faan
“navigating the research Process: Benchmarks for success in 
Pediatrics”
emory university, school of nursing, atlanta, Ga

nursing grand rounds - september 23, 2013

Martha Curley, rn, Phd, Faan
“Parent Presence during invasive Procedures and 
resuscitation”
university of Pennsylvania, school of nursing, Philadelphia, Pa
Boston Children’s hospital, Boston, Ma

nursing grand rounds - november 12, 2013

Katherine e . Gregory, Phd, rn

“Microbiome aspects of necrotizing enterocolitis in the 
Premature infant”
Boston College, school of nursing, Boston, Ma

Publications and Presentations
information is best when it is shared; best practices can benefit more than the original source and one of the 
highest levels of responsibility for the nursing professional is to disseminate what is learned and discovered .  
Connecticut Children’s nurses are involved in sharing their work through both publications and presentations . 
examples of this work are listed below and illustrate the wide variety of topics being addresses at Connecticut 
Children’s Medical Center .

N e w  k N o w l e d g e  & 
i N N o V a t i o N
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Ambulatory Nursing 
Conference
It Takes a Community: Working 
Together to make the children of 
Connecticut the healthiest in the 
country

Connecticut Children’s was proud to host its first 
ambulatory nursing conference in august 2013 . 
the conference titled, “it takes a Community: 
Working together to make the children of 
Connecticut the healthiest in the country,” attracted 
more than 100 school and community nurses 
from around the state . the message was clear: 
Connecticut Children’s is a critical community 
resource . the conference also established the 
hospital as a role model for ensuring patients have 
access to a comprehensive system of services .  
one of the conference attendees noted afterward, 
“this was the first nursing conference i’ve ever 
attended that was specifically focused on the need 
of the school nurse population .”

the conference officially kicked off a long term goal 
of building a collaborative relationship between 
Connecticut Children’s ambulatory nurses and 
community nurses who expressed a need for a 
reliable source of information and expertise in 
specialty clinics .

the success of this conference was in alignment 
with the Community Child health Goal in the 
Connecticut Children’s 2013-2017 strategic Plan .

sPeakers: 
   maria Cusano-sanzo, rn, msn, Cpn  
 arthritis in the school setting: Working 
together with school and Community nurses: 
a Joint effort

   Karen damon Callahan rn, mhs, Bsn, 
Cpn 
the highs and lows of Pediatric Blood 
Pressure techniques

   deb Johnson, rn, Bsn, Cpn 
headache Management in the school-age 
Child

   nancy Bright rn, Bsn 
out of the nurse’s office and Back to the 
Classroom: a Functional approach to Chronic 
Pain

   Barbara mulholland rn, Bsn, Cpn 
Managing the ins and outs of shunts: a Basic 
overview of hydrocephalus and shunts

   Jessica mahoney rn, msn, Cpon & 
mary Conway rn, msn, Cpon 
hematology/ oncology for the school nurses

N e w  k N o w l e d g e  & 
i N N o V a t i o N
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Cindy Colston, RN, BSN, CPN and Phyllis Bebyn, RN, BSN 
share their expertise on patients with tracheostomies and 
g- tubes with those in attendance at the Ambulatory Nursing 
Conference.

Maria Cusano-Sanzo, RN, MSN, CPN and Karen Callahan, 
RN, MHS, CPN, were members of the planning committee for 
the Ambulatory Nursing Conference.



empiriCal QualiTy resulTs

“Nursing Research Grand Rounds provides a venue to disseminate the new knowledge and innovation of internal and external experts in nursing.  
This forum along with the integration of evidence based practice is critical to improving quality and patient outcomes”  

– Jacqueline McGrath, PHD, RN, FNAP, FAAN – Director of Nursing Research
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Tracking Empirical Results 
Helps Improve Nursing Quality at Connecticut Children’s

Connecticut Children’s nursing colleagues recognize 
that nationally benchmarked data can be used to help 
improve the quality of patient care we provide and the 
environment in which nursing is practiced .

nursing- sensitive indicators reflect the structure, 
process and outcomes of nursing care provided at 
the bedside . to provide a comparison, Connecticut 
Children’s is a member of the national database of 
nursing Quality indicators (ndnQi), a proprietary 
database of the american nurses association that 
collects and evaluates unit-specific nurse-sensitive 
data from more than 1,700 hospitals . these unit-
level comparative data reports are used for quality 
improvement projects .

as a member of the ndnQi, Connecticut Children’s 
consistently compares itself against similar pediatric 
and teaching hospitals in our blood stream infection 
(ClaBsi) numbers, catheter-associated urinary tract 
infections (Cauti), hospital acquired pressure ulcers, 
stage 2 and greater (haPu + 2), and number of falls 
with injury . this data is collected daily and as situations 
arise . the data is then placed on the unit scorecard for 
monthly review and submitted to ndnQi quarterly . it’s 
then displayed on the unit floors for staff and families 
to see, used for quality improvement projects through 
the unit based workgroups and helps improve the 
work environment by supporting regulatory readiness .
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Nurse’s participation in executing central line bundles, audits and participation in a national collaborative have been drivers in decreasing 
our CLABSI rates in 2013. Congratulations to the NICU – Hartford and MS/7, for a rate of zero for 2013!



Nurse’s participation in executing central line bundles, audits and participation in a national 
collaborative have been drivers in decreasing our CLABSI rates in 2013. Congratulations to the NICU 

– Hartford and MS/7, for a rate of zero for 2013!

With the development implementation of the Humpty Dumpty program, nurses now have  
structures guidelines and processes available to educate families on fall prevention and identify  

those patients at risk.

While the average is low overall for Catheter Associated Urinary Tract Infections 
(CAUTI), work is underway to create bundles to decrease our rate

Pressure Ulcer rates remain low for stage 2 or greater skin injuries, with intermittent spikes incidents or 
instances. Opportunities have been found using different nasal prongs, skin protection barriers as well 

as increased collaboration amongst departments in caring for our patients at risk.  



Fall Prevention Program 
Falling into Place at Connecticut 
Children’s

”humpty dumpty sat on a 
wall; humpty dumpty had 
a great fall” — it’s a beloved 
children’s nursery rhyme with 
a serious underlying message .  
now, hospitals across the 
country, are taking part in the 

humpty dumpty Falls Prevention Program created 
by nurses at Miami Children’s hospital .

Connecticut Children’s nurses know when kids 
take a tumble in real life, there can be serious 
consequences — fractured skulls, broken bones, 
and nasty bruises . in fact, according to the national 
safe Kids Campaign, falls are the leading cause of 
unintentional injury in youngsters .

that’s where humpty dumpty comes in .  the 
pediatric centered program consists of a pediatric 
risk assessment tool, a modified tool for the 
outpatient setting, and protocols to implement to 
help hospitals, like Connecticut Children’s, prevent 
falls . 

“there is now a process and structure to our Fall 
Prevention Program that we didn’t have before,” 
said Paula doyle, rn, Bsn, MPh, CnMl . “We 
now have the ability to collect data and benchmark 
against other like hospitals .”

Patients are assessed on admission, at the start 
of each shift, and whenever there’s a medication 
change or the patient is moved to another hospital 
unit . Protocols, applied when children are found to 
be at high risk for falls, include interventions such 
as putting those patients near the nurses’ station, 
making sure the bed is low to the ground, or 
making sure side rails are up and tight . 

“nurses have a direct impact on patient falls and 
thanks to this risk assessment and education 
model, our nurses can impact patient outcomes,” 
added doyle .

signage to identify high-risk patients is affixed to 
the door and the chart, and a sticker is placed on 
the child . not only that, humpty dumpty himself 
sits on the 8th floor welcome desk as a reminder 
to staff, patients and families about the importance 
of fall prevention and why Mr . dumpty is so much 
more than just a fun nursery rhyme .

e M P i r i c a l  Q u a l i t Y 
r e s u l t s 
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Wound Care Nurses 
Enhancing patient outcomes by 
minimizing pain and loss of function

members of the teamcaring for both in-patients and 
out-patients . 

as leaders and consultants within the health care 
industry, wound care nurses make an enormous 
difference in the quality of their patients’ lives by 
helping to limit the incidence of skin injury and 
minimizing the potentially severe consequences of 
wounds . these professionals take great satisfaction 
in promoting skin health and implementing 
appropriate interventions for full recovery from injury . 

NursiNg wouNd care teaM

Claire Hibbs-Cusson, RN, BSN,  
CCRN, WCC

Janet DeFrancesco, RN, MSN, CPON, WCC

Kathy Visinski, RN, MSN, WCC

Sandy Brink, RN, BSN,CCRN WCC

Arielle Beckhard, RN, BSN, WCC

Fran Rossing, RN, BSN, WCC

Wound Care nurses enhancing patient outcomes 
by preventing skin injury and promoting optimal 
healing

Wound Care nurses work in a unique healthcare 
niche—wound prevention and management . they 
are the specialists who assess, treat and monitor 
patients’ wounds and promote health management 
practices that prevent initial injury, recurrence, and 
even life-threatening complications . 

When a patient presents with a wound, a certified 
wound care nurse at Connecticut Children’s 
performs a careful assessment and develops a 
treatment plan to be carried out by the care team . 
this might include debridement (a process that 
removes dead tissue to allow for new skin cell 
growth .), cleansing and dressing . the WCC also 
works with the patient’s physician to assess the 
appropriateness of therapy, and to monitor healing .

in addition to providing direct care, wound care 
certified nurses educate patients, caretakers and 
other medical professionals on the prevention 
and management of wounds . they serve as key 
resource people for physicians, nurses and other 
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Nursing Participation in 
the 2013 Illuminations 
Quality and Patient Safety 
Conference 
the use oF leaN BetweeN PharMacY 
& heMatologY/oNcologY cliNic to 
eNhaNce saFetY & coMMuNicatioN 
team: Bill agostinucci; Kathy Brodsky; Mary 
Conway rn, Msn, CPon; nate hagstrom, Md; 
sarah Matney rn, Bsn, CPon; Maggi Predmore; 
Phuong sander; Kate stevens, aPrn, CPon; 
deb Weber, Celeste Zizzamia .

orthoPedic cliNic Follow-uP calls 
aFter eMergeNcY dePartMeNt Visit 
team: randyll robidoux, rn, Bsn, CPn; robin 
Bradshaw, rn, Bsn, onC; Marjorie Khan, rn, 
Bsn, CPn, onC . 

PersoNal telePhoNe call reMiNders 
iN a high-risk Pediatric surgical 
PoPulatioN 
team: lauren Beraldi, rn, Bsn; robin Bradshaw, 
rn, Bsn, onC; Cindy Colston, rn, Bsn, CPn; 
debby Foster, rn, Bsn; Marlene Gatzak, rn, 
Bsn; Marjorie Khan, rn, Bsn, CPn, onC; sarah 
Mazzarese, rn, Bsn, Curn; Clinical nurse 
Coordinators, department of ambulatory nursing 
Quality Workforce Group .

iMProViNg rouNdiNg to iNFlueNce iN 
the cliNical care ceNter For caNcer 
aNd Blood disorders usiNg a teaM 
aPProach aNd a More PrescriPtiVe 
Process 
team: nate hagstrom, Md; s . Matney, rn, Bsn, 
CPon; Jenn hann .

taleNt acQuisitioN Process to get the 
right PersoN iN the right JoB  
iN a tiMelY MaNNer 
team: lynne Kelleher, rn, sPhr; Yvonne Jones; 
sonja Matchen; Mary ann Mahoney; Jade Willard; 
Meg Clancy; Joanne Meucci rn, Bsn; lisa 
strelecky, rn, Bsn, rn-niC; Kathy leBlanc, rn, 
Bsn, CPen .

driViNg reliaBilitY & PerForMaNce iN 
heMatologY/oNcologY: usiNg deMiNg 
as a guide aNd hPi tools as the eNgiNe 
team: nate hagstrom, Md; sarah . Matney, rn, 
Bsn, CPon; Jenn hann .

reductioN oF Needle sticks aNd  
sharPs iNJuries 
team: Michael tortora, lisa Wolfson rn, Bsn, 
Cnor .

iMProViNg PatieNt Flow, satisFactioN 
aNd saFetY iN the cliNical care ceNter 
For caNcer aNd Blood disorders 
through iMProVeMeNts aiMed at 
sMoothiNg the schedule: a classic  
use oF the shewhart coNtrol chart 
team: nate hagstrom, Md; s . Matney, rn, Bsn, 
CPon; Jenn hann .

e M P i r i c a l  Q u a l i t Y 
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Connecticut Children’s Medical Center is a nationally recognized, 187-bed not-for-profit children’s hospital serving as the primary 
teaching hospital for the department of Pediatrics at the university of Connecticut school of Medicine . named among the best in the 
nation for two of its pediatric specialties in the annual U.S. News & World Report “Best Children’s hospitals” rankings, Connecticut 
Children’s is the only free-standing children’s hospital in Connecticut that offers comprehensive, world-class health care to children . 
our pediatric services are available at Connecticut Children’s Medical Center in hartford and at saint Mary’s hospital in Waterbury, 
with neonatal intensive care units at hartford hospital and the university of Connecticut health Center, along with a state-of-the-art 
ambulatory surgery center, five specialty care centers and 11 other locations across the state . Connecticut Children’s has a medical 
staff of nearly 1,100 practicing in more than 30 specialties .

For more information, visit  www.ConneCTiCuTChildrens.org
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